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“Sellers were out in force on the market today after negative news on the economy.” It’s a common
line in TV finance reports. But have you ever wondered who is buying if so many people are selling?
The notion that sellers can outnumber buyers on

reassuring to remember that for everyone selling shares

down days doesn’t make sense. What the newscasters

there must also be buyers of those shares—or the trade

should say, of course, is that prices adjusted lower

will never take place. And whenever information changes,

because would-be buyers weren’t prepared to pay

prices may change and quickly reach a new level

the former price.

of equilibrium.

What happens in such a case is either the would-be

Recent trading activity by market participants in shares

sellers sit on their shares or prices quickly adjust to the

of a US-based health care provider offers a clear example

point where supply and demand come into balance

of how quickly prices adjust to new information. It was

and transactions occur at a price that both buyers
and sellers find mutually beneficial. Economists refer

reported in late July 2018 that a large private equity firm
was in talks to purchase the health care firm at a price

to this as equilibrium.

valuing the company at $65 per share. Prior to the

But the price at which equilibrium is reached can change.

announcement, shares of the firm were trading around $48.

That’s because new information is coming into the
marketplace continually, forcing would-be sellers and
would-be buyers to constantly adjust their expectations.

As we see in Exhibit 1, when the announcement broke, the
market price for the stock adjusted overnight to just below
$65. In other words, after news of the impending sale hit
the market, the supply and demand for the stock met at a

That new information might be company-specific news

new equilibrium price.

on earnings. It might be news that has implications for
specific industries—like a spike in oil prices. Or it might

Given that security prices rise and fall based on a

be an economic development that affects the entire

multiplicity of influences, how should investors interpret

market, like a change in the unemployment rate. Given

and act on these signals? We believe that trying to untangle

this constant flux in the flow of news and information

all these influences and profit from perceived mispricing is

and the changing expectations of participants, it can be

not possible in a systematic and scalable manner.
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Exhibit 1: Price Movement and Daily Volume for Shares of US-Based Health Care Provider
July 5–August 7, 2018
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In USD. For illustrative purposes only. Stock price data as shown are official NASDAQ closing prices. Data provided by Bloomberg L.P. See end disclosures for additional
important information.

An alternative approach is to start by accepting that
prices are fair and reflect the collective expectations
of market participants. While information frequently
changes, this is quickly built into prices. Competition
among buyers and sellers is such that it’s not possible
to consistently outguess the market.
The second step is to see that fairly priced securities can
have different expected returns. And we can use market
prices and security characteristics to identify those
securities that offer higher expected returns.
The third step is to build highly diversified portfolios
around these broad drivers of return, while implementing
efficiently and managing the cost of buying and
selling securities.

The final step is to apply discipline and rebalance
your portfolio to either stay within your chosen risk
parameters or to adjust for changes in circumstances.
Ultimately, the market is like a giant information
processing machine. All the influences mentioned above
are constantly being assessed by millions of participants,
and prices adjust based on those collective expectations.
The returns we expect from investing do not necessarily
show up every day, every week, every month, or even
every year. But the longer we stay invested, the more
likely we are to capture them. So, rest assured that even
when prices are falling, people are still buying. The
market is doing its job, and we believe the rewards will
be there if you remain disciplined.
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IF YOU ARE A RETAIL INVESTOR IN UK, IRELAND, GERMANY OR NETHERLANDS, THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO YOU BY YOUR
FINANCIAL ADVISER, WHO CAN HELP EXPLAIN ITS CONTENTS.
Issued by Dimensional Fund Advisors Ltd. (DFAL), 20 Triton Street, Regent’s Place, London, NW1 3BF: DFAL is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
DFAL does not give financial advice. You are responsible for deciding whether an investment is suitable for your personal circumstances, and we
recommend that a financial adviser helps you with that decision.
This document is provided for information purposes and intended for your use only. It does not constitute an invitation or offer to subscribe for or
purchase any of the products or services mentioned. It is the responsibility of any persons wishing to make a purchase to inform themselves of and
observe all applicable laws and regulations. Any entity responsible for forwarding this material to other parties takes responsibility for ensuring
compliance with all financial promotion laws, rules and regulations. It is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment
decision. Information and opinions presented in this material have been obtained or derived from sources believed by DFAL to be reliable, but DFAL
makes no representation as to their accuracy or completeness. DFAL has reasonable grounds to believe that all factual information herein is true as at
the date of this document. DFAL accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of this material.
DFAL issues information and materials in English and may also issue information and materials in certain other languages. The recipient’s continued
acceptance of information and materials from DFAL will constitute the recipient’s consent to be provided with such information and materials, where
relevant, in more than one language.
“Dimensional” refers to the Dimensional separate but affiliated entities generally, rather than to one particular entity. These entities are Dimensional
Fund Advisors LP, Dimensional Fund Advisors Ltd., DFA Australia Limited, Dimensional Fund Advisors Canada ULC, Dimensional Fund Advisors
Pte. Ltd., Dimensional Japan Ltd., and Dimensional Hong Kong Limited. Dimensional Hong Kong Limited is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission to conduct Type 1 (dealing in securities) regulated activities only and does not provide asset management services.
RISKS
Investments involve risks. The investment return and principal value of an investment may fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original value. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. There is no
guarantee strategies will be successful.
Diversification neither assures a profit nor guarantees against loss in a declining market.
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